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Omicron Kappa Upsilon is the National Dental Honor Society founded in 1914 at Northwestern University Dental School. The New York University College of Dentistry Chapter, Omega, was founded by charter on June 6, 1929 and is one of 61 active chapters in the United States and Canada. Admission is based on scholarship and character and is determined by annual election by active members.

Members are selected from the top 20 percent of the graduating class, as reported to the Chapter annually by the Dean of Academic Affairs. From this list, not more than 12 percent may be elected each year.
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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

Dear Colleagues:

I look forward to celebrating the impressive professional accomplishments that define the distinguished members of the Omega Chapter of OKU at the Dinner of Academic Excellence.

It is especially fitting that the theme of the dinner is “excellence.” This is an environment in which innovation is perpetual, teamwork is more important than territorialism, communication is open and dynamic, and individuals are empowered to become all they can become.

Historically, the men and women of the Omega Chapter have been leaders in engendering, supporting, and recognizing academic excellence. As we go forward to create a comprehensive campus-wide culture of excellence and integrity, I am confident that you will continue to lead the way.

Sincerely,

Charles N. Bertolami, DDS, DMedSc
Herman Robert Fox Dean
The Edward G. Kaufman Award for Academic Excellence
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CLASS OF 2022

Youssef Abdel-Azize  Dushyanthan Nithiyananthasothy
Suzanne Abreu  Seo Hyun Park
Rafaek M. Badalov  Hiral Rakholia
Sang Bin Byeon  Codi B. Saunders
Bilal Chaudhary  Rachel L. Sechler
Lea A. Chilazi  Chih Hao Shyu
Seo Woo Choi  Atinderpal Singh
Jhennelle S. Davis  Edward A. Smith
Sandy Dief  Nicola G. Summa
Rasa Erfan  Suren Swampillai
Brandon Finnie  Quyen M. Tran
Freda Iskhakova  John W. Tsotsos
Andrew Jung  Jai M. Vaze
Daewoong Kang  Gelan Wang
Batsheva Kornfeld  Lin Yang
Sin-Ying Law  Regina Yang
Katherine M. Lee  Richard M. Yang
Yongwoong Lee  Jae Jun You
Letian Li  Sarah Yun
David Lin  Fahad Zaman
Stephen J. Ling  Paniz Zarei
CLASS OF 2021

Zaineb Aslam
Mary Benjamen
Miriam Berlin
Seung Jae Choi
Jenna B. Debbs
Ami Nirav Desai
Marissa N. Fabros
Brennan H. Feldman
Elizabeth A. Garrison
Ahmad M. Hamadeh
Yixue Han
Zaneta In Young Hwang
Jenny Hyeji Jang
Minkyung Jeon
Heoijin Kim
Sarah H. Langer
Taejoon Lee
Yaqi Li
Christina Lun
Alena Mahnist Manzon
Maya Moskowitz
Mozna Mussa
Jae Hong Myung
Priscilla Oh
Jun Young Park
Dillon H. Patel
Carlos A. Perez
Eribel Rodriguez
Madhura Roy
Stefanie R. Scholz
Adamo B. Sgro
Igor Smolianski
Hyemin Sohn
Jonathan I. Stern
Yoon Weon Suh
Sarah M. Tavares
Jessica A. Tufano
Yie Lin Um
Erika M. Urgiles
Sijia Xu
Chaerin Yoon
Mishel Yoshobaiev
Bana A. Zayyad
# OMEGA CHAPTER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>President</td>
<td>Dr. Steven Resnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President-Elect</td>
<td>Dr. Martine Mandracchia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vice President</td>
<td>Dr. Lucretia Cefola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretary/Treasurer</td>
<td>Dr. Gerald Klaczany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Past President</td>
<td>Dr. Bruce Brandolin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This dinner is sponsored by the Office of the Dean.